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NOTATION

SAcceleration vector L

b Width of flat plate

C, C' Semiwidth of body

eb Coefficient of buoyancy

cF  Coefficient of friction

cf Modified coefficient of friction

F, Buoyancy force

F Friction drag

Fs  Weight of body

f(t) Arbitrary function of time

f Vector representing the external
forces per unit mass

g Gravitational acceleration

hm Height of drop for model

hp Height of drop for prototype

K Piled-up water correction factor

k Finite deadrise correction factor

t Length of body

M Mass of body per unit length

MF' Mass of accelerated fluid

m Added mass per unit length

n Surface normal, directed inward
of the fluid

P Force of impact per unit length

Pn Impact force per unit length for
model

p Impact force per unit length for
prototype

p Pressure

p Dimensionless pressure ratio

Pi Impulsive pressure

Pmax Maximum pressure on body

r Position vector (x,y,z) or (x, x2 , x3 )

S Surface enclosing the volume occupied by

the fluid

So Area of flat bottomoJ



8 Velocity of sound in water

T Kinetic energy of the fluid put in
motion

t Time

u Dimensionless velocity ratio

V Velocity of body at time t

v Volume occupied by the fluid

SVelocity vector (u,v,w.) or (ul,u 2 ,u )

_.._ Velocity derivative tensor \u

z Depth of immersion

Deadrise angle

SF( ) Gamma function

6 Thickness of spray

? Elevation of water surface

7b  Elevation of bottom

M
1 1rn Mass ratio

p Density

7 Infinitesimal time, period of impulse

SAcceleration potential

SVelocity potential

*

*
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HYDRODYNAMICS OF SLAMMING OF SHIPS

by

V.G. Szebehely, Dr. Eng.

ABSTRACT

This report offers a hydrodynamic discussion of slamming for the use of

naval architects. The effects of recognized parameters in naval architecture are

studied. The theoretical investigation, based on the concepts of added mass, of im-

pulsive pressure, and on Wagner's theory of impact, results in formulas for estimat-

ing forces and pressure distribution on bottoms of nonzero deadrise angle.

An outline for further theoretical and experimental research is given and some

preliminary experiments are reported.

INTRODUCTION

Information on the hydrodynamics of slamming is very limited. It

may be considered as a special case of impact at a free water surface, and is

one of a large group of similar problems.

When plates on the deck of a ship fail due to wave action, when

bridges of ships disappear in the sea under the action of waves, and when

piers are destroyed by waves, one speaks of pounding or of the impact of waves.

The problem of landing seaplanes on calm or rough water surfaces presents an-

other type of impact. In naval ballistics the problem of water entry' is of

principal importance and it too is an impact process.

An analysis of the forces during slamming must combine the elastic

properties of the ship, the compressibility of the water, the unsteady hydro-

dynamic forces,2 and the effect of the free surface and the motion of the ship.

In the present paper an introductory study with emphasis on the unsteady free

surface effects is presented. Only a few remarks are made concerning the ef-

fect of compressibility of the water and elasticity of the ship. The diffi-

culties in the analysis of the kinematics (motion) of the ship on a rough sea,

relative to the water surface, represents one of the weakest points in our

knowledge of slamming. This relative motion is probably the most important .

IReferences are listed on page 29.
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factor, and the complexity of the kinematics of the ship makes it difficult to

offer an experimental procedure for studying slamming in the laboratory.

In this report some fundamental concepts of unsteady hydrodynamics

are reviewed and Cauchy'ss "impulsive pressure" and its connection with the

velocity potential are discussed. A combination of this purely hydrodynamic

idea with the impulse-momentum principle of mechanics results immediately in

the differential equation of slamming. For small deadrise angle the added

mass term introduces nonlinearity into the differential equation. For large

deadrise angle the differential equation has the same character; computation

of the added mass, however, offers an opportunity to employ complicated mathe-

matical analysis. Three-dimensional effects can be considered by the strip

theory or by modified added mass terms. Solution of the differential equation

of motion gives pressure distribution and forces. The final aim of the in-

Svestigation is to show that slamming is an unstea4y free surface phenomeaon

and that if classical hydrodynamics, kinematics, and elasticity are combined

with well designed experiments a perfectly clear picture of slamming can be

obtained. The investigation might lead to suggestions regarding the preven-

tion of slamming. At the end of the report suggestions are offered for fur-

ther theoretical and experimental research.

Slamming is defined as the impact of a part of an elastic solid

against water. From a practical point of view this definition can, for pur-

poses of naval architecture, be modified to state that slamming is the impact

of a part of the ship on the free water surface. The terms pounding and

slamming are considered to be equivalent. From the point of view of mechanics

any distinction between the cases when the water approaches the ship and when
4the ship approaches the water is of no importance. The methods used are not

new. An examination of the literature on slamming reveals no theoretical in-

vestigation based on concepts of hydrodynamics. The derivation of the impul-

sive pressure and its relation to the acceleration potential presents a new

aspect. Wagner's papers on impact at a free water surface offer the basis of

the formulas given in this report. The final formulas describe quantitatively

the forces and pressure distribution during slamming. These results are de-

rived from previously published work and present only a slight advance in the

theory of impact. This report emphasizes the application of existing theories

of impact to the slamming problem and suggests new methods for including

three-dimensional effects.

* )a7s9;WenFag armageme@ u MOW
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FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF UNSTEADY HYDRODYNAMICS

IMPULSIVE PRESSURE AND ACCELERATION POTENTIAL

Cauchy's explanation s of the velocity potential p connects p with

the "impulsive pressure" pi. Any actual motion of an incompressible fluid

for which a single-valued potential exists can be produced instantaneously

from rest by an impulsive pressure of magnitude

pi -p o + const [1 ]

On the other hand the velocity is the gradient of the velocity potential

= grad v [2]

and therefore

1
v= -- grad pi [3]

P

Let us now suppose that a motion is suddenly generated from rest by

an impulsive pressure at t = 0. This means that at t = 0, F = 0, and at t = r

(where - is the period of impulse, and is an infinitesimal quantity), v = V,
a finite velocity. For this process, of course, an infinitely large pressure

is required. If r 0, then oo since the change in F is finite and the
8t BT i

change in t is infinitesimal. The F (or iuj) and the f terms in the Euler

equation are finite and therefore the equation for this case becomes

a a 1-
-+ v -- grad p+f [4 ]at a T_

whence

ai 1
----grad p [51]9t p

Using [2] and integrating, the following Bernoulli equation is obtained (the

incompressibility assumption still holds)

S- P +f(t) [6]
at P

Taking now the impulse integral, an expression, analogous to [1] can be found

a dt - - p dt + const



p(r) - ' p dt + constant [7]
Po

Comparing [7] and [1] the impulsive pressure is defined by

Pi--Pdt or p- a [8]

The same result is obtained by combining [6] with [1].

The above abstract-looking result becomes useful when one considers

an actual impulsive motion, such as an impact process, which occurs during a

very short time.* Applying [6] to a free surface, for which the pressure is

constant (say zero), the potential on the free surface is zero. This is an

extremely valuable result. If the impact process can be replaced by an im-

pulse, then the virtual mass is determined without considering the effect of

the free surface.

The added mass is found from the kinetic energy of the fluid put in

motion by
s

2T PC 12
m=--- (=grad ) dV [9]

V

where the last term is transformed by Green's theorem to

m dS [10]
vj Ons

This surface integral is extended to the surface of the penetrating

body, to the free surface of the water, and to the surface of a hemisphere

whose radius +. It can be shown that this latter surface integral 0. The

surface integral on the water surface is zero if p = 0 on the free surface,

therefore the integration [10] has to be extended only over the surface of the

body.

*It should be noted that an impact is not necessarily an impulse. The concept of impulse as defined

here involves infinitesimal time and infinite pressures or forces. An impact might be approximated by

an impulse. An impact of infinitesimal duration is, however, always represented by an impulse.

~N" ll~ ira~--r~ rrrPrr~-~uaUt~~l**ML* Iru~~
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As will be shown later, this results in unusually good approxima-

tions. For a V-wedge (two-dimensional case) or for a cone (three-dimensional

case), for instance, the q = 0 free surface condition (or, what is equivalent,

considering the impact to be an impulse) is equivalent to neglecting the ef-

fect of piled up water.

To compare this free surface boundary condition p = 0 with the ac-

tual boundary condition, one has only to 'consider the Bernoulli equation and

the p = 0 pressure condition on the free surface. The exact free surface

boundary condition for the potential becomes

gradp 2 + gz 0 [11 ]

which is a nonlinear equation for p.

Further interpretation of the impulsive pressure can be given intro-

ducing the concept of the acceleration potential € by

a= grad [12]

The acceleration vector is connected with the velocity vector by

= vi avi
a- +___

or for potential motion

d = grad [131]

From [12] and [13] the relation between ( and 6 is

= )2

For a motion generated by an impulse,

at

and using [6],

=-P +const or p=-pq+const [16]
p

Therefore the pressure is proportional to the acceleration potential and by

[1] the impulsive pressure is proportional to the velocity potential.



It is interesting to point out that for the case investigated here

o= 0, dip = 0, A0=0, and Ap=0 [17]

where A stands for the Laplace operator (div. grad).

IMPULSE-MOMENTUM PRINCIPLE

The impulse-momentum principle follows by integration from Newton's

law

Sd vdt = 2Fdt; (m;) ( = f2ydt [18]

If the momentum of a body of finite mass is changed from zero (rest) to a fi-

nite value m-vin a short time (r-* 0), then

f Fdt = mv [19]

This involves a very large force (F-oo) and a very short time (- * 0), so
that the value of Fdt is finite.

In this case we speak of an impulse. The conservation of momentum
principle states that if no external forces are acting then the momentum mT

is constant, Equation [18].

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF SLAMMING

GENERAL FORM

Consider a V-wedge of mass M and of deadrise angle 8 approaching the
free surface of the water (Figure 1). The velocity of the wedge at the in-

stant it hits the surface is V0 .

The momentum of this system (body + water) is MV. After the body

enters the water (Figure 2) its velocity at time t is V. The momentum of the

system now is

MV+mV= (M+m)V

where mVis the momentum of the added mass. If there are no forces acting on

the body, then the conservation of momentum principle applies and 6

MV 0o=(M+ m)V [20]

~ile~~lz~P" u*arrs~wy~r11.1*1-1111~114 11- R4-4-1",A*.*140.1-
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Figure 1 - V-Wedge at Time t = 0
Figure 2 - V-Wedge at Time t

The change of momentum is the time integral of the forces acting on the body

in the direction of the velocity.

M+m)V-MVo F dt [21]

where ZF 2 represents the forces acting on the cylindrical body in the verti-

cal direction. The forces are as follows:

Buoyancy force, F= p z
tan/

PV2 2 zlFriction drag, 2 -= 
2

2 tan, F

Weight of body, F3=Mg

For the effect of surface tension and viscosity see Reference 7. The equa-

tion of motion [21] is vbry useful when no forces are considered, since for

this case

V= V  [22]
1+p

where p =n. Phjysically the "no force" assumption means that the effect of

gravity acting on the body, the effect of the buoyancy force, and the effect

of skin friction are negligible in comparison with the unsteady hydrodynamic

force. If the V= z notation is introduced, the differential equation of
- dt

motion becomes

v [23]
1+#
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It is apparent that p depends on the position of the body z. The determina-

tion of the

m= m(z)

relation is therefore the next step.

ADDED MASSES

The added mass in the general case is found by using the method de-

scribed in Equation [10].8 ' 9 Only two-dimensional problems will be considered

hereafter. For a flat plate of width b the added mass per unit of length is

- pb2 when an infinitely long lamina is accelerated in an infinite fluid.
s At

4
the instant of impact the upper part of the plate is not in contact with the

water, therefore the added mass is -pb2.
8

If c is the semiwidth of the plate, then the added mass is

7 pc2 [24]

which is the mass of a semicylinder of radius c, filled with water. The upper

half of the cylinder is composed of air, the lower half of water.
6 For a

wedge of deadrise angle f (Figure 3),

z
C -

tan

and the added mass becomes approximately, for small 8,

I
2

m- p tan2 [251
2 tanis

For a large deadrise angle this formula is modified,
10

Z
2

m=kp z[26-2 tan2.8

where 
2

2tanfi 2 7r 271.k=- 1 2 -1 [27].
7r sin# cosp 1 - I) r + -)

or o
k 1- 5 with R in degrees.

1000

It is interesting to note that k = 0.6 for 8 = 80 and of course k = 1 for

S= 0. The above formula is obtained if Equation [10] is used and the men-

tioned 4 = 0 free surface boundary condition is accepted. The same method is

used for finding the added mass for large 8 as was used for the flat plate,

I~ ~- r~irs~u~~y~4

r iillilillYiiil
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i.e., one finds the potential for a

double wedge by means of the Schwartz-

Christoffel transformation and the 4

added mass comes from Equation [10], . ' Surface

keeping in mind that the actually re- , z

quired value is half of the value ob- - .
tained by means of Equation [10]. This

computation is straight-forward but Figure 3 - Relation between c,z

tedious and will not be presented here, and f

since it represents a routine problem

in hydrodynamics. It should be emphasized that for small or large deadrise

angle, the added mass is proportional to z 2 and that for the majority of the

practical important cases the deadrise angle is so small that the use of Equa-

tion [25] is justified (the error at 20 degrees is 10 percent).

The above discussed added mass formulas referred to two-dimensional

cases, i.e., infinitely long cylindrical wedges. For flat plates with finite

aspect ratio, experimentally obtained values are available which result in a

reduction of the added mass values."'1
2

The added mass of a finite aspect ratio 1/2c rectangular plate is

m=l 'PC2  1

2 ()2c197 +1

Assuming small deadrise angle, the added mass coefficient for a

V-wedge bottom becomes

lIrpz 2  1

2 V4 +1
12g2

The square-root term in the above formula inoreases considerably the numerical

difficulties. It should be mentioned, however, that at the beginning of thez2
impact the quantity 4 2 2is negligible in comparison to unity since z is small.

Therefore, making the two-dimensional flow assumption gives reliable results,

especially at the first instances of the slamming process.

EFFECT OF PILED-UP WATER

Equations [25] and [26] make use of the idea of the impulsive pres-

sure and therefore of a horizontal water surface. Actually, a piling up proc-

ess develops, which further modifies the added mass values obtained.
3I s



From Figure 4 it is obvious that the actual added mass is between

M= 7pC
2 and m 2 = .7 2c

In formulas [25] and [26] the effect of the piled up water was neglected which

would correspond to the above m2. An overcorrection is obtained by using mn,
i.e., by using the added mass corresponding to a wedge of total width 2c.

Since the dependent variable z is connected directly with c' and
not with c, a relation is established between c' and c. It is a remarkable

result that this relation is independ-

ent of z. For small or large deadrise
c-- -- angles and if the piled up water is con-

3 c' .Surface sidered or neglected, the added mass is

always proportional to z2. The ratio

I z c/c'= 1 is accepted in Reference 6 and

ir/2 in Reference 14. The c/c'= 7r/2

result can be modified for large
Figure 4 - Piling-Up Process deadrise angle and it becomes"

C 7r tan#
c-- = - K [28]c 2 /

where

I'j r- (1 1- A) cos.8
K= 7 7[29]

A short outline of the method for finding the c/c' ratio is given

here since the method gives a connection between the shape of the bottom and
the surface of the water.'4 The equation of the water surface (Figure 5) is
obtained to a first approximation by finding the velocity distribution at the

C rtb urface

FOJl X) z
,

'" K

Figure 5 - Surface During Impact

~~ ~ ~nssls~PUI~MYB~UL~ L1~SPI lf~L~sY
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free surface. A time integral of these velocities will give the displacements

of the individual fluid particles (i.e., the surface is approaching the body).

For small deadrise angle 5

V v [30]

which is the distribution of the normal velocity for a flat plate of width 2C,

at points x > c when the velocity at infinity is V. It is seen that V de-

pends on the velocity at infinity which is equivalent

to the velocity of the plate. This in turn depends --- V-c

on the time or on the instantaneous depth of immersion

or, finally, on c or c'. Therefore, for different

times the V, distribution will be similar in shape but I

different in magnitude. When the time integral is Figure 6 - Velocity

formed14  at x > c

77(x)- ftdt [31]

a fixed x is used and it is found how high the particle at x went in time t.

Using Equation [30]

1W=ft dt [32]

fo 2C

X
2

or introducing

V( -[33]*
de
dt

the shape of the free surface is

c< u(c)dc [314])7(x) <X 1(d (34

foe C

The particle at x reaches the bottom when c = x and 7 = 1b (see Figure 5), 0so

the shape of the bottom is

fo'
u7beW = [3 u5c (

x2

*The velocity of the wedge V depends on the time and so does c, therefore in 133] u (c)
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The quantity introduced by [33] represents the ratio of the body velocity to

the rate of change of width. For small deadrise angle, therefore, u is very

small.

The integral equation [35] gives the u(c) solution for a given bot-

tom b(x). The solution is obtained if nb(x) and u(c) are expanded in power

series around the origin. 1 4 Let

b x) =X+6 2X2 +. [36]

and

u(c) = + i 2c2 +.a2C2

By substitution, integration, and equating coefficients,

2 4
u(c) = -2 + 2c + -4 3C

2 +. [37]71" 71"

For instance for a V-wedge of small deadrise angle d,

?b(X) =,6x [38]

and

2
u (c) = 2- [39]

i.e.,u(c) is constant and of the order of . Using [33]

2 V dz

7 dc dt

dt

from which

2
z = -,c

since at c = 0, z = 0. Assuming again small 8

z =# 2 c
C 7 C

*For2 2.4.6 . .. . n if n is even;Frn , n= 6n+i 7r 1.3.5...(n -1)

and 1.3.5. . n if n is odd.
The above general forms were found by Dr. L. Landweber.The above general forms were found by Dr. L. Landweber.

"~-L- P4 ~Yll~l~ajjpCipF~j~-~YI~;
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and so

C = 7 [40]
C' 2

The shape of the surface is obtained by substituting [39] into [34]

r(t) = 2x arc sin -c [41 ]7r x

For a wedge of large deadrise angle, Formula [30] is modified and it becomes

V= V [42]
17 C 2 1 6

1--2 
7r

The above computation is now repeated and it results ino

2 1u(c)--2 1 [431
7rK

c 7r tan [44

C' 2 [

where Kis given by [29]. It is seen that if -. 0 , u(c) and c/c' approach

values given by [39] and [40] since K. 0.

The fact should be emphasized that the effect of large deadrise

angle shows up only by changing tne numerical constants of the equation.

Knowing the shape of the surface one can calculate the kinetic energy, and

from that the additional added mass due to the piling up of the water. Since

the method presented above for finding the shape of the surface is an approx-

imate one, following Wagner' 5 ' 1 6 ' 1 7 one approximates the added mass for small

Sby
(c2

2 2 (cm = ,c

or

P7r3  2
m =8 zn

and for large f,

M= 1 rpc2  [ 45 1
2

or m = k p r3 K 2 46
8 fl

2

1nm r i I,, , l, I EI ,I JIEdI 'II 61 IllU11ME @



Several formulas for the added mass considering finite P and the

effect of piled-up water are given in the literature. 10 ' 1 8' 1 9 ' 2 0 ' 2 1 Here

only Wagner's results will be given, 
1 4

i 26 2

It is interesting to note that the approximate formula [47] agrees with [46]
for all practical purposes.

For parabolic bottom the relation between depth of immersion and

width can be represented by

c=V
where A is the depth for unit submergence. For finite aspect ratio the added

mass factor becomes
1 2

lirpz 1

2A

The physical picture with respect to this finite aspect ratio correction is

the same as for a V-wedge bottom. In early stages of the impact,4 z -- can be
Al2

neglected as compared to unity.

The piled-up water correction for parabolic bottom from Equation

[37] is --c,= . A comparison with the corresponding value for a V-wedge

bottom 7/2 shows that the difference is approximately 10 percent.

The following discussion will be limited to small f values consider-

ing the effect of piled-up water. Therefore, the formula

S p7rc 2  p3 Z2  [451
2 8tan2

will be used for computing added mass and the value

2BU [39]
7r

will be assumed for the dimensionless velocity ratio.

SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION IN SPECIAL CASES

Returning now to Equation [22], the differential equation of motion

can be established. Neglecting all forces, except the unsteady hydrodynamic

contribution

~MI I(W ~~BsWU~.UUN~a~Ya/*EI~I~Vlr



Z V [48]
1+it

where
m prc2

=M 2M

The unsteady hydrodynamic force is obtained by computing the acceleration

first

Vo

The added mass depends on the time, therefore

M

Using Equation [33]

SV V
S u u(1+p)

and

V 2 7rPC
Z Mu(1 +) 3  [49]

The force of impact is P=-Mz(directed upward),

p pc V [50]
P = 7r C 0o50

u(1+/),

The force is unsteady since c and therefore # are functions of time. For

small f,
2

U =2
7r

therefore

.2 pcVo2

P -7r 2 )P0[51 ]
2 (1+ju)3.8

The complete form of the differential equation of impact is obtained consider-

ing the sum of the buoyancy force, the skin friction and the weight of body.10

Differentiating [21] and substituting the formulas given for the above forces,

the following nonlinear differential equation is obtained:

M +i in + m+cb cfz 2-Mg= 0 [52]
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where eb and Cf are the buoyancy and skin friction coefficients, defined on

page 7. Rearranging [52]

MY+zP( +C) z+ ,t3 +CbZ2 -Mg= 0 [53]

If now Cb, Cf, and Mgare neglected, Formula [49] is obtained.

Considering the unsteady hydrodynamic force and the weight only and

neglecting the skin friction and the buoyancy, a smaller deceleration and

therefore smaller impact force is obtained. If the effects of friction and

buoyancy are not neglected, the deceleration is larger since these forces slow

down the body even more. If in an experiment, the motion of the body after

the impact is investigated, then of course the complete differential equation

should be considered since the transient impact forces have very little effect

on the steady state motion. It should be mentioned that, especially at small

deadrise angles, the elasticity of the bottom decreases the unsteady impact

force, therefore the above investigation overestimates the forces and better

agreement with experiments can be expected if the friction and buoyancy forces

are neglected.* The differential equation, if the weight of the body is not

neglected, becomes (from [21])

z(1+p) = Vo+gt [54]

The initial condition applied was that at the instant of impact V = Vo and

t = to = 0. The unsteady impact force becomes, for this case

p (Vo+gt)p7rc Mg
P- +#3 1 . [551u(1+p)3  1+p

For g = 0, this result agrees with [50].

It should be emphasized that in [55] two variables c and t are in-

cluded, which of course are functions of each other. In fact from [39, [33],

and [54]

c(1+)= '-T t(Vo+t) [56]

Calculating t from [56] and substituting it in [55], the impact force becomes

a function of c or of u alone (elimination of time)

*The compressibility of the water also decreases slightly the force of impact.
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P Vo +2p7rc + Mg ( 2 + 2 -1) [571P- 1 )3 + ,U)33u(1+p) (1+p)

The impact force in [57] is composed of two terms, the first on the

right is identical with the term given by [50], the second represents the ef-

fect of the weight of the body. Equation [57] shows that the second term is

of secondary importance to the first term, the latter having the small quan-

tity u (of the order of P ) in the denominator. Equation [56] gives a simple

relation for the time, depending on c for the case when the weight of the body

in the differential equation is neglected. With g = 0,

22fc V0 7rc 1+ t 1581
and since z--2c

7r

z (1 + =- tVo  [59]

or

z (1+ z t [60]
Vo 24 /M8'

which gives the time dependence of z and therefore represents the solution of

the differential equation of slamming for the case when friction, buoyancy,

elasticity, compressibility, and gravity are neglected, the effect of piled-

up water is considered and the bottom has a small deadrise angle.

ANALYSIS OF THE UNSTEADY IMPACT FORCE AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

MAXIMUM FORCE

In this part only the unsteady hydrodynamic impact force will be

considered for bottoms of small deadrise angle.

The impact force given by [50] depends on c. In fact, the P=P(c)

function has a maximum at

co = =_ _[61]

where the ft-lb-sec system and p= 2 slug for the density of the water are
cu ft

used.
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The fact that P has a maximum value becomes obvious by considering

that at the beginning of the impact the impact area is very small, therefore,

the impact force is small and ificreases as c is increasing. The impact area

is increasing with the velocity dc/dt, which is proportional to the speed of

immersion V. Since V is approaching zero as the body penetrates the water,

the dc/dt speed will decrease also. As c is increasing the added mass in-

creases more rapidly than the impact area, and the impact force decreases.

The maximum impact force is reached in

2#5co +rp _ 32 .12p [62]
to -V-o 6M 15 Vo 57r3p

or

P VMT
t o  0.17 v0  [631

and the maximum impact force is

ff2 V r 3 V
7peoo 1S rV 1 VM 2 10 [64]

ma (1+ MD VO 1. 7 2 8

or

vV
Pr-- 1.4 - [651~max p [5

In the above formulas [61], [63], and [65],M is in slug/ft3 . Vo is in ft/sec,

t and P is in radians. From [63] and [65] it follows that a larger mass experi-

ences a larger impact force and requires a longer time for this to build up

than a smaller mass.

The maximum impact force referred to the weight of the body Pu/W

is inversely proportional to Vr_, i.e., a larger mass experiences less impact

force in proportion to its weight under otherwise identical conditions. If

the velocity before the impact is high, the impact force is large. If the

bottom is almost flat, the impact force is very large. The worst conditions

are therefore obtained for flat bottom, high approach velocity, and large mass.

The average maximum pressure on the bottom,

P= P o

(Pav.)M " 2r,- 1.43

which by means of [61] and [65] gives the average maximum pressure in pounds

per square foot as

(Pav.) --- 3V[66]UM p

;u~FC~tlil~PI~"
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The above formulas have no meaning for the P = 0, completely flat-bottom case,
where the hydrodynamic forces do not represent the most important part of the

phenomenon. The effect of the elasticity of the bottom and the compressibil-

ity -of the water are the governing factors in this case.

PRESCRIBED FORCE BOTTOM

The integral equation for small f, Equation [35], suggests two

problems:

1. Given the shape of the bottom, nb(x), find u(c) and from u(c) the

unsteady impact force. This problem was solved above for nb(x)=Ox, i.e.,

for a wedge.

2. Given a required acceleration-time process or a force-time relation,

find the shape of the bottom which will produce such a relation or process.

Problem 1 can be solved easily by following the steps performed for the V-

wedge. The given bottom function yb (x) is expanded into a power series with

known coefficients. The unknown u(c) is also replaced by a power series and,

by means of the integral equation [35], the coefficients in u(c) are found.

(For aV-wedge u(c) is 2_fl and all other coefficients in the series are zero.)
7r

For a bottom of arbitrary shape, u depends on c. We now combine the defini-

tion for u, Equation [33],

V

dt

with the differential equation of motion, Equations [48] and [54]

a = Vo or = _ Vo + gt
1+r 1+

depending on whether or not gravity is included. For the latter case

vo + 9t d fo
U(c+) or (1+ p) u(c)dc = Vo + t [671+pVdcr Jo 2

Sinceu(c) is already known and u=e 2-. the integration can be performed and
the c = c(t) function analytically or graphically obtained. Also p =/p[c(t)]

=f(t) is found. Using [54] again, the acceleration is computed as a function

of time

d 1Vo +t
Z = 1 )
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where j is now substituted as # =,u (t). The impact force is derived from the

acceleration and it becomes

P(t)- -M"

Problem 2 is solved by applying the same steps backwards. From the given

P(t) or '(t), i(t) is obtained by integration. Then from [54], p and c are

obtained as functions of the time and so t = t (c) is found. This is now sub-

stituted in the right side of [67], obtaining an integral equation of the

Volterra type. Solving this for u(c) and substituting u(c) in [35] gives the

shape of the bottom which will produce the predetermined acceleration-time

history.

A simple and important case of Group 2 is the bottom which produces

constant impact force. 1 4 Instead of the above described procedure, one can

start with the rearranged form of Equation [50]

P= rp0 C [68]

(1+ 2M )

Assuming a very large M, P is constant if u = Ac, where A is a constant to be

found presently. The constant force is

V2 V2
S rp V so A- rp V0Po A Po

If u =Ac, then [36] gives immediately that 7b(x) =Ax 2. Therefore the de-

sired shape is parabolic and can be constructed immediately using

2TpV x2 [69 ]rib(X)= "eo 2[9
P0

This result can be interpreted another way too. The 71pC
2 term is negligible

2M
if M+ (the above interpretation) or if c -o 0 . But c is very small at the

beginning of the impact, therefore a constant force bottom is always parabolic

around the keel. As the impact proceeds the 72 term becomes larger and the
2M

shape of the bottom changes from parabola to a more complex curve. For this

case solve [68] for u and substitute

up= A 3 [70]

P 1+ 7P2 Co( 2M)

14WO1, 1 - ". I .. 11111, I . .- - - .4 - , ." " - .
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in [35]. With a straightforward integration with respect to C, the constant

force bottom is obtained
14

llb(X) 1 MV 2 'IX[1+ + 3 In( 0yx + [+_ x)71]

where

For small x,

?b(x) PV x2
P0

as given in [69].

Figure 7 shows the shape of the constant force bottom. When the

impact begins the bottom is flat, which would represent an infinite impact

force if it would be of finite area. Since f is increasing, the force is de-

creasing as the impact proceeds. When Point A is in contact with the water

the impact force per unit area decreased but the area increased so the force

stays constant.

S----Small PO
/

Large PO
I///

I / A

Figure 7 - Constant Force Bottom

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

The pressure distribution on the bottom is probably the most intri-

cate part of the analysis. As before, only bottoms of small deadrise angle

will be considered. The velocity on the bottom is tangential and the velocity



potential on the bottom is given by
5

P = -V 72]

where Vand c depend on the time, p =o (x,t), and Ixl <c.

The Bernoulli equation for unsteady potential flow, neglecting the

effect of gravity, is

p 2OP + 1 ( ()2

which gives after substitution

p V 2  1 1 V 2

---.- P2 V + Y Y' 2_X 2  2 2  [731

or, by means of [50],

P + X2  U J+I[-L]

r 2 X2

Introducing _ prc a dimensionless ratio, the pressure distri-P P(1+p)
bution is studied using

-- 1 2_c2  -_

P 1-  - I+#V c  2 C2 1 [75]
M x2

The first two terms on the right come from the time derivative of p,
the last from the gradient of p. It is apparent that the last term (contain-
ing u, which is of the same order as P) is small if compared with the first
two terms. This fact of course is expected since it was shown that the pres-
sure is governed by the time derivative of the potential. The first term is
obtained from the fact that c depends on the time. This term gives a small

positive pressure at the keel and infinite positive pressure at x = c, i.e.,
at the end of the plate. It can be shown that

1 u 1
,__ 2 >2 C23

2 - 1

over the plate, except very near to the edge. Therefore, not considering the
second term, which is everywhere finite, the pressure on the plate is every-

where positive.

-ai~ ~~~.~,,~sruhuru~nuaurra~ uaurmsli~i



The second term on the right of [75] represents an elliptic pressure

distribution and comes from the fact that the velocity of the plate V is not

constant in time. At the edges this second term does not contribute anything

to the pressure; at the keel, however, its value is - 2#_and therefore it de-

pends on the instant the pressure distribution is investigated. In the follow-

ing the pressure will be investigated at the keel. At the early stages of im-

pact, c is small. The second term of [75] changes the pressure at the keel

very little, and therefore the pressure is governed only by the first term and

its value is positive. At later stages of the impact the - 2 quantity is
1+p

increasing and it approaches 2. Since at the keel the first term always con-

tributes 1 and the last term nothing, there might be a stage reached during

the impact process when 1- 2 < 0 , or # > 1, i.e., when there is a negative
1+pu

pressure zone around the keel. Since p- _2, the above condition of neg-
2M

ative pressure is that

2> M [76]

Comparing this result with [61], it is seen that the maximum impact force is

reached before any negative pressure distribution would be obtained. It is a

fact, however, that the formation of the negative pressure follows the maximum

impact force very quickly. For small M a relatively small c is required to

make p > 1, therefore a higher probability of having negative pressures around

the keel can be expected for small masses than for large. Physically the bal-

ance between the first and second term means no more than the balance between

the deceleration of the body and the motion of the water mass around it.

The maximum pressure is located near the edge where a spray root is

formed. For the analysis of this spray the boundary conditions are obtained

from the plate flow analyzed above. The maximum pressure is

-_ 2 _P7rV2  1
Pmax 2(C) 8 2 (1 +/1) 2

which at c = co becomes

V2
(Pmax )max 8 x 1.44 2

or

(Pmax )max 1 7 '3
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The spray thickness is
17

7C = 2 C[ 2 781
8 u 2 [78]

From [77] and [78] it follows that for bottoms of small deadrise angle a very

large pressure peak is formed around the edge and the spray is negligible.

This last effect has been observed experimentally. Figure 8 shows the terms

of [75] at an advanced stage of the impact.

I

First Term , P

I 27,

2pc

2j
- Second Term hird Term

Figure 8 - Pressure Distribution on Bottom

RESULTS OF PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

From Equation [57] the differential equation of impact, including

gravity effect, is

S 2a z+g 2z 4+2az 1

(1 + az2)

where
p, 3

8p 2M

It is interesting to note that the effect of gravity is represented

by
2 z 4 2z 2z2 -1

g 8
(1+a z2 )3

which at z= 1 has the value of -0.34g and it is independent of a. Gravity

effects, therefore, can be neglected for small deadrise angle and large impact

velocity.

;-~ Y ~uursa~re~ur*r~wuu*~i~ura~,r~~*ra~
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The relation between time and depth of immersion is given by Equa-

tion [601]:

Z (1 + 012)= t (Vo +

The actual computation consists of evaluating t and Z for several values of

z and plotting the '(t) curve.

Experiments were performed with a ship model of M= 9.1 slugs and

I = 11 ft. The model had a flat bottom at the midship section with a radius

of the turn of the bilge equal to 0.088 of the beam. The dropping height was

0.6 in. Figure 9 shows the '(t) curves. The dotted line represents an ex-

periment and the solid line the theory. Point P corresponds to zero accelera-

tion, i.e., when the deceleration due to the hydrodynamic effect is equal to

the effect of gravity. Point Q corresponds to the maximum deceleration or to

the maximum impact force. It can be seen that the theoretically obtained

curve approximates well the experimental one between Points P and Q which is

considered the most important period of the impact.

The maximum deceleration as computed from Equation [65] is 5g, which

value, if corrected for the effect of gravity, changes to 4.66g.

It is apparent from Figure

9 that the theory needs improvement

in the region of decreasing deceler-
ation.

ation. I -
The maximum impact force

becomes 1320 lb which is equivalent

to a local impact force of approx-

imately 200,000 lb/ft on the bottom

of a ship 1000 ft long and 200,000,000

lb weight if the ship drops I foot

vertically during slamming. This

large force, of course, refers to the

worst conditions, but, nevertheless

shows the order of magnitude of

slamming forces.

It is concluded, therefore,

that by making simplifying assumptions

and using approximate formulas, a rea-

sonably good agreement can be obtained

in the range of increasing impact force

4

3

.2

I

o

-II i
0 0.002 0.006 0.010

t in seconds
0.014

Figure 9 - Deceleration Process

between theory and experiment, at least

I '

Ii '
I I -Theoretical

I

I" -Experimental

' ' ' '
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

ELASTICITY OF THE BOTTOM AND COMPRESSIBILITY OF THE WATER

Up to this point the effect of the elasticity of the ship and the

effect of the compressibility of the water have been neglected. The formula

for the maximum impact force, [64] or [65], gives infinite forces for a per-

fectly flat bottom. The effect of elasticity of the structure for seaplanes
22

has been considered by establishing spring-systems which connect the hull and

the body of the plane.1 1,'23s For large deadrise angle the elastic property was

neglected. For small O, the hydrodynamic forces were approximated roughly and

then a continuous curve was drawn for P. from 6 = 0 to .iL. An interest-
2

ing result of this investigation is that the maximum force is linearly depend-

ent on the velocity of impact for flat bottom, considering the elasticity of

the structure.2 4 According to [64] the maximum force is proportional to V2

for bottoms of small deadrise angle, neglecting the effect of elasticity.

Actual experiments showed that for all cases (large, small, and zero deadrise

angles) the maximum force is proportional approximately to the 1.5-power of

the velocity. (For a theoretical investigation of impact on elastic struc-

tures, see References 22, 25, and 26.)

As to the effect of the compressibility of the water, the following

simple estimation can be made.6 If a flat bottom of area S o hits the surface,

the mass of the fluid accelerated in time At isM' = pSosAt, since sAt is the

distance traveled by the pressure wave in time At. The velocity of the pres-

sure wave is the velocity of sound s. The velocity increased from zero to V

during this time, so from the impulse momentum principle

M'V 0 = o Pdt=PAt

and

P=pSosVo [79]

and the pressure is

p=psVo= V 2 2[8o0]

This gives very large pressures even for low impact velocities. For instance,

at Vo = 4 ft/sec the pressure is 260 psi. The actual pressure is smaller, of

course, due to the elasticity of the bottom.

~44JrU*4P~lfi. BI~W~~I~BVIYI*lalll~Ya~lC
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EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Three types of experiments can be distinguished.

1. Experiments of basic interest performed with geometric shapes such

as rectangular plate, wedge, ellipsoid, etc. 1 2 ' 2 7 ' 2 8

2.- Towing-tank experiments with ship models.2 9

3. Field trials with actual ships.
s3 0

To the present day, very few tests have been conducted in which ship

models were dropped on a free water surface. This fact is surprising, since

there are numerous experimental results available of such tests with seaplane

hulls.*3 '3 2  As was shown in the previous parts the relative normal velocity

of the body to the water is the factor influencing the impact force. Experi-

ments with seaplane hulls and ships show that increasing the speed of advance,

has actually very little effect on the impact force, which is increased only

slightly.2 9 If the investigation of the motion after the impact is important

then, of course, the speed of advance can be an important parameter.

From Equation [64] the ratio of the impact forces per unit lengths

for model (Pm) and prototype (Pp) built of the same material is

Pm= 1 hm [81]
Pp A hp

whe'-e A = im is the scale ratio and hm and hp are the heights of drop for the

model and for the prototype respectively.

The third and probably most valuable type of experiment is the sea

trial of an actual ship equipped with strain gages, accelerometers, pressure

gages, and high-speed movie cameras which are able to record the sudden and

high impact pressures and forces. Unfortunately on the trials of this type

the instruments applied were unable to record the sudden changes occurring

during slamming.**so 0,33

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

A well-balanced and thorough theoretical and experimental research

program, based on the principles outlined in this report should include the

following aspects: A set of ship models should be dropped varying the param-

eters which influence the impact force, such as shape of bottom, weight, and

*Unfortunately, the combined wind-wave effect on the landing and taking off of seaplanes was not

subject to extensive experimentation.

**It should be noted that attempts to record characteristic values of slamming are
4 and have been

given up, ab initio.
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dropping height. Also, models should be tested in pitching condition, where

motion is three-dimensional and entry gradual along the length. A high-speed

motion picture camera (approximately 2000 frames per second) and accelerometer

in connection with an oscillograph should record the motion of the body. No

mechanical recording device can detect the important details of the very short

impact period (order of 0.01 sec). Heaving and pitching-slamming should be

investigated separately and combined. Thorough experimentation should be per-

formed at zero speed of advance. This would require only a large tank, elimi-

nating the need for a carriage. The models should be dropped with or without

additional spring action; in the former case the equations given in the report

should be modified. The experiments should then be extended to non-zero speed

of advance and to simulated rough sea conditions. Pressure distribution meas-

urements should be performed on the bottom using proper pressure gages which

give the pressure variation with time and at different locations. Experimen-

tal results should be compared with the above outlined theoretical results and-

this comparison should reveal the effect of elasticity, compressibility, and

the fact that the slamming of a ship is not a two- but a three-dimensional

phenomenon. Since, especially on flat bottoms, the impact force is greatly

influenced by the elastic properties of the ship, strain gages should be put

on the model and instantaneous deflections recorded.

The same experiments should be performed with seaplane hulls, em-

phasizing rough sea conditions and wave-wind interactions. Sea trials should

be conducted with adequate instrumentation.

The theoretical investigation should include the application of the

strip theory to obtain values of the impact force on actual ship bottoms or

on parts thereof. The effect of piled-up water should be evalauted exactly

and the approximate theory presented in the paper should be improved by con-

sidering thaactual shape of the piled-up water. Further fundamental theoret-

ical research should be done on the application of Cauchy's theory on impul-

sive pressure since the idea, although unfortunately neglected, has undevel-

oped possibilities especially in the study of unsteady flow problems.

CONCLUSIONS

Slamming is a special case of hydrodynamic impact phenomena. A

study of slamming is possible only through theoretical and experimental meth-

ods. XIn some respects the hydrodynamics involved in slamming of ships, land-

ing of seaplanes, damage due to wave action, and water entry of torpedoes are

identical.

;~%i),l~a~~d~"*rP~ ~i~lYsrrslr~u.
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Slamming is influenced by:

1. The relative vertical velocity between ship and water.

2. The length of the region of impact.

3. The form of transverse sections.

Using the results of the present paper, the impact forces produced by slamming

can be estimated if reasonable assumptions can be made as to the relative ver-

tical velocity between wave surface and ship and if the effect of compressi-

bility and elasticity can be neglected.
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